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As weddings continue to evolve into more elaborate and 
extravagant events, the resulting environmental impacts increase 
as well. The goal of this thesis project is to help wedding venues 

become more sustainable by developing requirements for a 
certification administered by an eco-wedding association. After 
identifying the key areas of impact for wedding venues, the final 
outcome is a checklist of relevant criteria venues need to meet in 

order to receive one of three levels of venue sustainability 
certification and join the eco-wedding association.  The 

combination of the certification and association closes the 
sustainability gap in modern US weddings, increasing awareness 
around the social, economic, and environmental benefits gained 

through this industry transformation.



“The great time we had today can leave 
an aftermath of problems for tomorrow.” 

- ISO 20121 Product Guide1
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INFLUENCE OF CONSUMERISM ON WEDDINGS
Recognized as one of the most special and momentous days in 
a couple’s life together, weddings include a great deal of 
celebration and traditions. It is often an event where little 
expense is spared as family and friends gather to 
commemorate the couple’s commitment. 

The US wedding industry expanded significantly over the past 
few decades, following national trends of increased 
consumerism. In 2016, the average wedding cost hit a new 
high at over $35,000 per event in contrast to $15,000 in 19902, 
despite the average number of guests decreasing to 141 
individuals3. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF WEDDINGS
Weddings in the United States pose significant sustainability 
challenges. A typical wedding produces CO2 emissions 
equivalent to the emissions of four individuals for a full year4. 
With over two million weddings annually in the US5, 
environmental impacts add up quickly. Couples who live more 
sustainably on a daily basis may abandon those practices as 
they inherit customs passed down by older generations and 
align with current societal trends. 

The wedding industry has an important opportunity to:
◊ improve and redesign mainstream operations to reduce 
the environmental impacts generated throughout the 
planning, execution, and clean-up of each event
◊ educate the public on alternatives, directing couples to 
more sustainable wedding approaches.
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INTRODUCTION 

Fig 1 & 2. US Wedding Garbage Output & CO2 Emissions1,2

See Appendix B for waste and CO2 estimate calculations

705 lbs
of garbage per wedding

78 tons 
of CO2 per wedding

169 Million tons 
of CO2 annually for 

US weddings

1.52 Billion lbs
of garbage annually for 

US weddings

A SINGLE WEDDING PRODUCES:

A YEAR OF WEDDINGS IN THE US PRODUCES:



1. Establishing consistency across products and 
services

Certifications hold businesses accountable for meeting and 
maintaining a specific standard.

2. Revealing false claims by requiring verified proof of 
sustainability efforts

their impacts. Greenwashing, or guaranteeing more environmental benefit than is delin6.”
◊ Raising the bar and establishing a new norm

Certifications challenge businesses to understand best 
practices in the industry and continuously strive to 
achieve even higher standards.

◊ Revealing false claims of sustainability
Conscientious consumers increase demand for lower 
impact products and services. Greenwashing, or 
guaranteeing more environmental benefit than is 
delivered, increases as companies note the benefit of 
promoting “eco” and “green”8. Reputable certifications 
require verified proof of sustainability efforts to counter 
exaggerated assertions.
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LACK OF WEDDING CERTIFICATIONS
Green certifications are becoming more prevalent and 
expanding across industries. More widely recognized 
examples include LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) building certification, USDA Organic
certification, and Green Seal product and service 
certification. 

Individual venues and wedding planning agencies are 
beginning to market themselves as “eco-friendly,” such as 
Chicago-based Naturally Yours Events, but there are not 
green wedding certifications established to verify or 
formalize these efforts.

THE GREEN BRIDE GUIDE
In 2008 Kate L. Harrison wrote
The Green Bride Guide and started the

WHY IS A CERTIFICATION NEEDED?
Certifications serve an important role in:

◊ Building consumer awareness and ease of access 
Certifications with strong brand recognition benefit 
consumers by highlighting product and service choices 
that adhere to regulations and more responsible 
management.

◊ Establishing consistency across products and services
Certifications hold businesses accountable for meeting 
and maintaining a specific standard, providing direction 
on best practices for industry sustainability. They also 
eliminate uncertainty for businesses by providing 
trustworthy direction and feedback.

Green Wedding Professional Certification6, 
with courses on the history of green weddings, 
greenwashing, and green marketing techniques7. 
After being sold a couple of times, the Green Bride 
Guide’s main website was shut down. Harrison’s 
book remains one of the more well-known sources 
for planning a sustainable wedding; however, without 
active and ongoing development, or plans to 
revitalize the effort, Green Bride Guide lost its 
original momentum.

Fig 3. Certified Green Wedding Professional3

INTRODUCTION7

https://new.usgbc.org/leed
https://www.usda.gov/topics/organic
http://www.greenseal.org/GreenBusiness/Certification.aspx
https://naturallyyoursevents.com/


Wedding sustainability has a strong and established target 
market. The next step is making it easier for couples to identify 
and compare the more sustainable options.

LOHAS
22%

Drifters
22%

Naturalites
21%

Unconcerneds
18%

Conventionals
17%
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INTRODUCTION8

MARKET FOR ECO-WEDDINGS
Established techniques and certifications don’t exist for 
weddings, but consumer behavior shows demand for an 
industry shift. The National Marketing Institute (NMI) 
segments US consumers into five sustainability categories, 
three of which prioritize environmentally-conscious options.

The segmentation shows 65% of US consumers are more 

likely to select lower impact, more efficient, healthier 
options given the choice.

LOHAS® (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability)- 22%
◊ “Active environmental stewards”9

◊ LOHAS® couples may choose not to plan a traditional 
wedding because of the environmental impacts, or if 
they do plan a more traditional wedding, they actively 
prioritize sustainability.

Drifters®- 22%
◊ “Green followers”10

◊ Drifters® may not fully alter their wedding plans to be 
the lowest impact, but when opportunities arise they 
gladly make a switch to improve their celebration 
sustainability.

Naturalites®- 21%
◊ “Personal health drivers greater than planetary 
health”11

◊ Naturalites® may be drawn in more with sustainable 
wedding elements pertaining to less chemical use on 
flowers and grounds, and organic food options.

Unconcerneds® and Conventionals®- 18% and 17%
◊ “Less concerned about the environment and society; 
Practical and rational, driven by cost savings”12

◊ Both populations have a low investment in 
sustainability. Couples may not seek environmentally-
conscious wedding options, but will nonetheless 
benefit from an industry transformation.

65% of US 

consumers as 
market for 
wedding 

sustainability

Fig 4. Sustainability Segmentation of US Consumers
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9 INTRODUCTION

THESIS STATEMENT

This project seeks to address the absence of systematic and 
credentialed sustainability in the US wedding industry by 

creating a Wedding Venue Sustainability Certification
based on a set of criteria intended to mitigate environmental 

impacts throughout the wedding event cycle. 

It will also design a plan for an Eco-Wedding Association 
connecting environmentally-conscious venues across the 

United States. 

FOCUS ON VENUES
While couples and wedding 
professionals plan the wedding 
and can incorporate 
sustainability, wedding venues 
may limit those efforts based 
on their operational and 
management priorities. 
Integrated wedding venue 
sustainability has the potential 
to create a greater and longer-
term impact by holding 
employees, couples and guests 
to the same standard 
regardless of whether they 
individually pursue 
environmentally-conscious 
options. 
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THESIS SCOPE
◊ This project focuses on the elements of a wedding 
managed by the wedding venue and its vendor supply 
chain. 

• It excludes aspects individually-organized and 
purchased by couples and their wedding guests, 
including clothing and jewelry, save-the-dates and 
invites, gifts and wrapping, and guest 
transportation.

◊ This project addresses issues of environmental 
sustainability, without as in-depth of analysis on broader 
issues of social justice and fair trade, though this may be 
a future opportunity.
◊ This project doesn’t seek to eliminate existing wedding 
traditions, but rather rethink the approaches and 
techniques for executing them in order to minimize 
environmental impacts.

PROFESSIONAL GOALS
◊ Gain more experience:

• identifying and researching a pertinent 
sustainability issue and

• designing a holistic solution backed by data 
and true customer need.

◊ Develop tactics for supporting customer’s 
emotional ties to an experience or product, while 
challenging their perspectives to incorporate 
sustainability.

• There are misconceptions that reducing 
impacts of a process or object requires a 
“sacrifice” of what individuals want; 
emphasizing the ways in which sustainability 
creates the same or greater meaning is 
essential.

INTRODUCTION

Couples GuestsVenues Environment

STAKEHOLDERS
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Fig 5 - 8. Sustainable Wedding Stakeholders4,5,6,7
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◊ Understand the current processes and priorities of wedding venues, 
evaluating the overlap with sustainability challenges for those items.

◊ Define measurable sustainability goals and scaled criteria for venue 
business management and operations, creating a multi-level certification to 
encourage ongoing development and improvements.

◊ Outline the value of sustainability and engaging in a certification process 
from a business perspective beyond the moral implications of protecting 
and preserving the planet.

◊ Create a plan for an eco-wedding association, identifying main benefits 
and resources to offer venues as a result of their membership.

EXECUTION12



Explore relevant event sustainability standards and certifications to draw from the 
approaches currently available.EXPLORE

IDENTIFY

DEFINE

CREATE

SHOWCASE
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Identify the environmental impacts of wedding venues, noting strategies for reducing 
unnecessary resource use and waste and pollution generation.

Define the categories and criteria of the sustainability certification levels for wedding 
venues, detailing the requirements for each area of focus in an easy-to-use checklist.

Create a plan for an eco-wedding association that builds a network of sustainable 
wedding venues for couples to search and compare, ultimately choosing a venue 
actively working to reduce the impact of their wedding.

Showcase a top-level certified venue and the operational and management strategies 
needed to achieve that status.

EXECUTION13



Throughout the project research, exploration, and execution, 
different limitations or new discoveries alter the process and 
require modifications in order to continue progressing.

EXPLORE

APPLY & 
IDENTIFY

DEFINE

TRANSLATE

CREATE

SHOWCASE
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EXECUTION14

Explore relevant event sustainability standards and certifications to draw from the 
approaches currently available.

Apply systems thinking to identify the inputs and outputs of the wedding event phases 
(operational, pre-wedding, wedding event, and post-wedding).

Define the broader environmental categories that each input/output relate back to in 
order to show the true impact.

Create a plan for an eco-wedding association that builds a network of sustainable 
wedding venues for couples to search and compare, ultimately choosing a venue 
actively working to reduce the impact of their wedding.

Showcase a top-level certified venue and the operational and management strategies 
needed to achieve that status.

Translate the inputs/outputs and environmental impact categories to accessible business 
terminology for the criteria of the sustainability certification in an easy-to-use checklist.
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ISO 20121
Inspired to improve the environmental efforts of 

the London Olympic Games, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) created ISO 
20121 in 2012 as a worldwide sustainability standard 
for event management13. ISO 20121 emphasizes it is 
not a reporting framework or a checklist, but rather an 
event sustainability management system14. Highly 
customizable, it is intended to provide the guidance 
events and businesses need to establish sustainability 
into their system following a sequential process of:

PLAN            DO            CHECK            ACT

EXECUTION - EXPLORATION15

ISO 20121 IN ACTION
The Balélec Music Festival at 
the École polytechnique 
fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in
Switzerland draws 15,000 
visitors, offering over 30 
concerts, numerous food stalls,
bars, and waste facilities. After

three years of ISO 20121 certification, Balélec has: 
◊ collected 400,000kg of food and waste for recycling
◊ replaced 1,500 lights with motion-sensing LED lights
◊ donated 3,000kg of unconsumed food to charity
◊ had staff participate in 62 community programs15.

LEVERAGING ISO 20121 
Several elements can be leveraged from ISO 20121 for 
the Wedding Venue Sustainability certification and Eco-
Wedding Association including:

◊ a framework with planning, monitoring, and 
follow-up
◊ a team that engages in evaluations of events 
throughout the complete event cycle
◊ an association that allows venues without 
certification to join while offering the option to take 
courses and pursue certification with venue 
improvements

MODIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR WEDDINGS
The tailored design of ISO 20121 is valuable when a 
single venue or a single event invests in a personalized 
management system instead of an entire industry. Areas 
to modify in the new certification and association 
include:

◊ set criteria (checklist) as opposed to unique criteria 
for each venue - venues won’t approach the 
requirements in the same way, but each location will 
be assessed on and held to the same standards
◊ multiple certification levels based on venue 
achievement of the defined criteria, providing 
couples a means to quickly and easily compare 
venues

Fig 10. Balélec9

Fig 9. ISO8
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EXECUTION - EXPLORATION16

APEX/ASTM ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE EVENT 
STANDARDS
Developed by APEX (Events Industry Council’s Accepted Practices 
Exchange) and ASTM (certified international standard development 
organization), the standards address nine sectors of event or meeting 
management16: 

Within each sector, eight categories of environmental and social 
topics are evaluated17:

LEVERAGING APEX/ASTM
Several elements can be leveraged from 
APEX/ASTM for the Wedding Venue 
Sustainability certification and Eco-Wedding 
Association including:

LIMITATIONS OF ISO 20121 AND 
APEX/ASTM
Selecting a wedding venue is a highly 
personalized process in which many couples 
tour at least five venues as a part of their 
search18. Without a clear focus on weddings 
or an easy way for couples to compare 
options, ISO 20121 management systems or 
APEX/ASTM standards alone are unlikely to 
catalyze a wedding industry transformation. 
Both have valuable components that 
combine well together for a more holistic 
approach – one offers the necessary flexibility 
and strong framework, while the other 
provides detailed and comprehensive 
categories that result in tiered certifications. 

1. Audio Visual/Production 4. Destination Selection 7. Meeting Venue 
2. Accommodations 5. Exhibits 8. Onsite Office 
3. Communications 6. Food & Beverage 9. Transportation

◊ Energy ◊ Air Quality ◊ Communication
◊ Water ◊ Procurement ◊ Waste Management
◊ Staff Management & Environmental Policy ◊ Community Partners

MODIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR 
WEDDINGS
Areas to modify in the new certification 
and association include:

◊ publicly available certification 
categories to raise awareness and 
encourage adoption, instead of 
requiring purchase of each individual 
category standard
◊ set criteria that establishes 
consistency across venues for ease of 
comparability

◊ a multi-category standards set addressing 
multiple areas of operational sustainability
◊ specific and measureable criteria for 
evaluation
◊ a tiered system of first party, second party, 
and third party certification

Fig 11. EIC10



FRAMEWORK APPLICATION

Systems Thinking

Systems thinking, or “contextual thinking18,” is an 
approach to understand the complexities and 
relationships of an issue product or process. As 
opposed to traditional techniques focusing on 
individual pieces, systems thinking encompasses the 
whole picture.

Wedding System

◊ Map and examine the wedding 
system, noting inputs and outputs 
for each stage of the event

Okala Impacts & Eco-Design Wheel

The Okala Practitioner’s Guide includes an overview 
of the main environmental impact categories 
threatening the earth. After exploring wedding venue 
systems, the next step is determining how inputs and 
outputs to the system align with environmental 
impacts and the risks they present. 
Okala also provides an Eco-Design Wheel, created to 
“help designers and system developers imagine new 
opportunities… to reduce ecological impact(s) of a 
product, service or system19.” The strategies span 
across the life cycle stages and can be applied 
individually or in multiples to improve wedding venue 
sustainability.

Wedding Sustainability Strategies

◊ Identify the subsequent 
environmental impacts throughout 
the system and cycles in order to 
target areas for improvement

◊ Incorporate eco-design concepts 
into the Venue Sustainability 
Certification to recommend 
strategies for meeting the 
sustainability criteria.

See Appendix C for the complete Okala Eco-Design 
Strategy Wheel 
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EXECUTION - APPLICATION17

Fig 12. Systems11

Fig 13. Design Wheel12



WEDDING 
EVENT

POST-WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING
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EXECUTION - IDENTIFICATION

WEDDING SYSTEM & STAGES
The first framework used to understand 
the full scope of wedding venue 
sustainability throughout each stage of 
the event cycle is systems thinking. From 
operations, to pre-wedding, to the 
wedding event, and finally to post-
wedding, systems maps help show the 
input and output flows and related 
environmental impacts. 

While focus is often most heavily 
weighted towards the ‘use phase,’ or the 
actual wedding event, all stages of a 
wedding contribute significantly to the 
overall sustainability of the event cycle. 

Fig 14. Stages of the Wedding Event Cycle

All products have life cycles, starting with raw materials extraction through end-of-life management. For this project 
the mapped inputs and outputs are limited to the end products entering the wedding system boundaries, and not 
the full life cycle prior to that point.



• Energy

• Water

• Sourcing

• Solid Waste

• Air Emissions & Land / 
Water Pollution

WEDDING 
EVENT

POST-WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING

Grounds Design 
& Operation

19
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EXECUTION - IDENTIFICATION
System Boundary: 

Venue Building & Grounds

Cleaning & Maintenance

Building Design & 
Operation

Employee Training & 
Management

Restrooms & 
Appliances

Venue & Office Cleaning 
(floors, surfaces, etc.)

Plant Watering
& Features

Office Functions
(computers, paper, etc.)

Temperature
Control

Maintenance 
Repairs 

Fertilizing & 
Pesticides/Herbicides

Mowing & 
Clipping

Employees & 
Owners

Office Operation
(lights, equipment, etc.)

Yard 
Waste

Transportation

Transportation

Transportation

CO2

Energy -
Petroleum

CO2

Energy -
Petroleum

CO2

CO2

Air & Water 
Pollutants Chemical 

Products

Water

Energy -
Electricity

Sewage

Water

Office Waste
Office 

Supplies

Restroom 
Supplies

Cleaning 
SuppliesAir & Water 

Pollutants

Cleaning 
Waste

Water

Tools & 
Materials

Energy -
Electricity

Material 
Waste

Transportation

CO2

System Function: Keep the 

venue operational through building 
and grounds maintenance, 
business operations, and employee 
management.

System In & Out Flows:

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum

Fig 15 - 19. System Inputs & Outputs13,14,15,16,17
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EXECUTION - IDENTIFICATION

System Boundary: 
Area Including the Farthest Vendor

Food & Beverages

Planners &
Couples

Couple Management 
& Planning

Flowers

Decorations

Bouquets & 
Boutonnieres

Centerpieces 
& Decorative 

Pieces

Desserts, Teas 
&  Coffee

Appetizers, 
Meals & 
Alcohol

Decoration Vendor

Food & Beverage
Vendor

Lights & 
Candles

Cloth 
Products

Programs & 
Paper Products

Florist

• Energy Source & Use

• Water Source & Use

• Material Sourcing

• Waste Generation
• Waste Disposal

• Emissions & Pollution 
Management

System Function: Preparing the 

venue and determining the 
selection and sources of items. 
Vendor choices are key as they 
determine the upstream impacts.

System In & Out Flows:

Transportation

Transportation

Transportation

Transportation

Raw 
Materials

Packaging

Water

Air & Water 
Pollutants

Solid 
Waste

CO2

CO2

CO2

Energy -
Petroleum

CO2

Produce & 
Ingredients

Energy -
Electricity Packaging

Water

Air & Water 
Pollutants

Solid 
Waste

Water

Chemical 
Products

Air & Water 
Pollutants

CO2

Packaging

Solid 
Waste

WEDDING 
EVENT

POST-WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Electricity
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EXECUTION - IDENTIFICATION

Ceremony

Guest 
Management & 
Entertainment

System Boundary: 
Venue Building & Grounds

Couple & Guests

Reception Activities

Food & Beverage
Arrangements

Lighting

Music

Storage

Preparation

Lighting

Music

• Energy Use

• Water Use

• Waste Generation

• Emissions Management

System Function: Hosting a 

celebration, including ceremony 
and reception activities, and guest 
management.

System In and Out Flows:

Transportation

CO2

WEDDING 
EVENT

POST-WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING

WEDDING 
EVENT

Water

Solid 
Waste

Energy -
Electricity

Energy -
Electricity

Energy -
Electricity

Energy -
Petroleum
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EXECUTION - IDENTIFICATION
System Boundary: 

Area Including Waste Management Facilities

• Energy Source & Use

• Water Use

• Material Sourcing

• Waste Generation
• Waste Disposal

• Emissions & Pollution  
Management

System Function: End-of-life 

management for materials used 
throughout the wedding and waste 
generated in each stage of the 
event cycle. 

System In & Out Flows:

WEDDING 
EVENT

POST-WEDDING

PRE-
WEDDING

POST-WEDDING

Ceremony 
Clean-Up

Reception Clean-Up

Event Monitoring & 
Improvement

Employees & 
Owners

Transportation

TransportationLandfill

Incinerator

Venue Cleaning

Programs

Flowers

Decorations

Food 
Waste

Single Use 
Plates/ 
Cups

Venue Cleaning

CO2

CO2

Cleaning 
Supplies

Air & Water 
Pollutants

Cleaning 
Waste

Water

Cleaning 
Supplies

Air & Water 
Pollutants

Cleaning 
Waste

Water

Air & Water 
Pollutants

Energy

Energy -
Petroleum

Energy -
Petroleum
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EXECUTION - DEFINITION23

Climate Change

Ozone Depletion

Acid Rain

Water Eutrophication

Habitat Alteration

Ecotoxicity

Photochemical Smog & Air Pollutants

ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE HUMAN HEALTH DAMAGE

Health Damaging Substances

Carcinogens, Mutagens, & Teratogens

RESOURCE DEPLETION

Fossil Fuel Depletion

Fresh Water Depletion

Mineral Depletion

Topsoil Depletion

MAPPING INPUTS & OUTPUTS TO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
The inputs and outputs of each stage in the wedding event cycle map to 
environmental impacts of ecological damage, human health damage, and 
resource depletion20. These connections underline the complexity and severity 
of exploiting resources and subsequently generating excessive waste and 
pollution. Wedding venues need to implement strategies to alter, minimize, 
and/or remove environmental risks and harms based on their operational and 
management tactics for each input and output.

See Appendix D for Okala descriptions for the Environmental Impacts

KEY:

ENERGY WATER MATERIALS SOLID WASTE
EMISSIONS & 
POLLUTANTS
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EXECUTION - TRANSLATION

WATER

SOLID WASTE

TRANSLATING INPUTS & OUTPUTS TO CERTIFICATION 
CRITERIA CATEGORIES

APEX/ASTM MULTI-CATEGORY EVALUATION
Drawing from the APEX/ASTM Standards, the Wedding Venue 
Sustainability Certification includes multiple required categories. 
While each venue will approach the criteria differently, in order to 
establish consistency and a baseline for comparison the certification 
includes required categories and subcategories.

Based on the systems analysis and environmental impact analysis, the 
Wedding Venue Sustainability Certification consists of six different 
criteria categories:

◊ While wedding venues have the ability to control most of the 
inputs and outputs to their system, there are limitations based on 
the contracted vendors. Accounting for this the Certification criteria 
categories roll up “Material” inputs and “Air Emissions and 
Water/Land Pollutants” to a single “Sourcing” criteria category.

◊ The Certification criteria categories also include two additional 
focuses of “Education” and “Monitoring” as both are key elements 
to successful sustainability integration with their staff, couples, and 
guests. Without education, the impact may be isolated to the 
wedding event instead of conveying the value of sustainability to 
other areas of staff, couples, and guests’ daily routines. Additionally, 
without monitoring of environmental impacts and sustainability 
efforts, it is difficult to identify new opportunities for development 
and track a wedding venue’s progress.

ENERGY

SOURCING

Energy

Water

Materials

Solid Waste

Air Emissions 
& Water/

Land Pollutants EDUCATION

MONITORING

Fig 20 - 21. Education & Monitoring Criteria Categories18,19
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OUTCOME - CREATION

OVERVIEW
The mission of the Eco-Wedding Association (EWA) is to embed 
sustainability into the industry by systematically modifying the 
management and operations of wedding venues. Building a network 
across the United States, the Association actively supports businesses 
invested in reducing the negative ecological effects of wedding 
ceremonies and receptions while creating beautiful, special events. 

Venues can join the Association and gain access to the reputable and 
tangible business benefits available through the partnership. Once 
aligned to the Association, venues can advance their efforts in 
sustainability by working with a third-party certification team to 
determine if they meet the criteria of the Wedding Venue 
Sustainability Certification and become a certified venue. 



ASSESS & CERTIFY

•Third-party venue assessment using 
criteria checklist

•Successful outcome achieves one of 
two certification levels

PLAN, EDUCATE, & TRAIN

•Build plan to use with couples to 
incorporate sustainability with each 
wedding

•Train employees on best practices  for 
operational and management 
enhancements

IMPLEMENT

• Execute sustainability plan at each 
wedding, seamlessly integrating efforts  
into the experience

TRACK & COMMUNICATE

•Monitor efforts to quantify changes in 
impacts

•Gather feedback from employees and 
couples/guests on opportunities

•Communicate venue successes to 
employees, couples, guests, business 
stakeholders, and Association

REVIEW & IMPROVE

•Regularly review measures to alter 
venue sustainability plan to further 
improve and innovate

•Use Association resources to advance 
progress

27
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OUTCOME - CREATION

ISO 20121 FRAMEWORK

PLAN            DO            CHECK            ACT

Using ISO 20121 as a starting 
framework, the Wedding 
Venue Sustainability 
Certification expands to a 
five step cyclical process.

Fig. 22 Wedding Venue 
Sustainability 
Certification



Association members have a 
commitment to transforming the 

wedding industry to reduce its 
environmental impact. Members 
have self-reported sustainability 

efforts they adhere to within their 
business.EWAMEMBER

Venue meets the criteria for Two 
Ring Sustainability Certification. 
This top level certification was 

verified through formal review by 
the Eco-Wedding Association.

TWO RING

EWACERTIFIED
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In addition to joining the EWA as a member, 
venues can pursue two different levels of third-
party verified sustainability certifications.

Venue meets the criteria for One 
Ring Sustainability Certification. 
This first level certification was 

verified through formal review by 
the Eco-Wedding Association.

ONE RING

EWACERTIFIED

Two Ring Venue Sustainability Certification
◊ Second level of the third-party verified certifications
◊ Venue is committed to sustainability and circular frameworks 
at every stage of the wedding
◊ Venue gains access to development opportunities to continue 
advancing as a sustainability leader in the wedding industry.

One Ring Venue Sustainability Certification
◊ First level of the third-party verified certifications
◊ Venue shows strong commitment to more efficient and 
conscientious operations and management 
◊ Venue gains access to development opportunities to continue 
advancing to the next level of certification.

Eco-Wedding Association Membership
◊ Not an official third-party verified certification
◊ Venue meets minimum required criteria through self-reported 
measures 
◊ Membership introduces venues to the Association and 
development opportunities within venue sustainability, including 
options to pursue certification

Fig 23 - 24. Certification Level Icons20,21
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Association 
Membership

One Ring EWA 
Certified

Two Ring EWA 
Certified

Annual Membership X – Full Fees X – Discounted Fees X – Discounted Fees

Association Conferences, Trainings, & 
Tools

X X X

Communications on New & Modified 
Sustainability Legislation

X X X

Association Support & Efforts to Improve 
the Industry

X X X

Shared Knowledge & Subject Matter 
Expertise

X X X

Membership Promotion on Venue 
Materials (Logo)

X X X

Showcase on Association Website X X X

Improved Marketability and Competitive 
Advantage

X X X

Certification Promotion on Venue 
Materials (Logo)

X X

Prioritization on Searchable Association 
Website 

X X

Featured Venues at Wedding Expos & 
Bridal Shows

X

Becoming an Eco-Wedding Association member and sustainably-certified venue includes a series of benefits.

Fig 25. Association & Certification Benefits
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Venues are featured on the 
Eco-Wedding Association 
website, allowing couples 
to easily search, compare, 
and find their dream 
venues.

Venues promote their 
sustainability achievements 
with the certification logo 
on their personal website 
and marketing materials.

Fig 26. Eco-Wedding Association Website

Fig 27. Solar Arts Certification Example22



DIVIDING CHECKLIST CRITERIA INTO SUB-CATEGORIES
Each criteria category is further divided into sub-categories in order to narrow focus on 
more sustainable sources and more conscientious actions through reduction, reuse, 
recycling, education, and monitoring.

◊ SOURCE renewable energy
◊ REDUCE energy use & impacts

◊ REDUCE water use & impacts
◊ REUSE water (grey water)
◊ RECYCLE water (filtration to maintain and improve quality)

◊ SOURCE with environmentally-conscious vendors (purchasing policy)

• Materials from renewable resources, locally-made & fair trade production, 
durable & reusable products, management of material health & toxicity, organic & 
locally-sourced food/beverages), conscious energy/water/waste management

◊ REDUCE new sourcing & purchasing

◊ REDUCE solid waste production
◊ REUSE materials (upcycle, repurpose)
◊ RECYCLE / COMPOST to divert from landfill & incineration

◊ TRAINING & COMMUNICATION

• Staff training & communication, couple training & communication, and guest 
training & communication

◊ TRACKING & DEVELOPMENT

• Monitor sustainability efforts to drive future improvement & development
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Wedding Venue Sustainability Certification

1. VENUE OPERATIONS

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-CATEGORY TACTIC Weight
1-5 based 
on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No 

= 0

1.1 ENERGY
SOURCE renewable energy
REDUCE energy use & impacts

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to energy sourcing 3 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

5 1

1.2 WATER
REDUCE water use & impacts
REUSE water 
RECYCLE water

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to water reducing 1 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to water reusing 4 1

RECYCLE Sustainability strategy related to water recycling 3 1

1.3 SOURCING
SOURCE with environmentally-
conscious vendors 
REDUCE new sourcing & 
purchasing

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

1.4 SOLID WASTE
REDUCE solid waste production
REUSE materials 
RECYCLE / COMPOST to divert 
from landfill & incineration

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to solid waste management 3 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to reuse of materials 2 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST Sustainability strategy related to solid waste 
recycling/compost

1 0

1.5 EDUCATION
TRAINING & COMMUNICATION

TRAINING Education of staff, couples, and guests 1 1

COMMUNICATION Communication for staff, couples, and guests 1 1

Communication for staff, couples, and guests 5 0

1.6 MONITORING
TRACKING & DEVELOPMENT

TRACKING Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to track 
progress 

1 1

Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

3 1

DEVELOPMENT Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

1 1

VENUE OPERATIONS SUBTOTAL 13

2. PRE-WEDDING

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-CATEGORY TACTIC Weight
1-5 based 
on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No 

= 0

2.1 ENERGY
SOURCE renewable energy
REDUCE energy use & impacts

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to energy sourcing 3 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

5 1

2.2 WATER
REDUCE water use & impacts
REUSE water 
RECYCLE water

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to water reducing 1 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to water reusing 4 1

RECYCLE Sustainability strategy related to water recycling 3 1

2.3 SOURCING
SOURCE with environmentally-
conscious vendors 
REDUCE new sourcing & 
purchasing

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

2.4 SOLID WASTE
REDUCE solid waste production
REUSE materials 
RECYCLE / COMPOST to divert 
from landfill & incineration

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to solid waste management 3 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to reuse of materials 2 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST Sustainability strategy related to solid waste 
recycling/compost

1 0

2.5 EDUCATION
TRAINING & COMMUNICATION

TRAINING Education of staff, couples, and guests 1 1

COMMUNICATION Communication for staff, couples, and guests 1 1

Communication for staff, couples, and guests 5 0

2.6 MONITORING
TRACKING & DEVELOPMENT

TRACKING Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to track 
progress 

1 1

Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

3 1

DEVELOPMENT Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

1 1

PRE-WEDDING SUBTOTAL 13

3. WEDDING EVENT

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-CATEGORY TACTIC Weight
1-5 based 
on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No 

= 0

3.1 ENERGY
SOURCE renewable energy
REDUCE energy use & impacts

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to energy sourcing 3 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

5 1

3.2 WATER
REDUCE water use & impacts
REUSE water 
RECYCLE water

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to water reducing 1 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to water reusing 4 1

RECYCLE Sustainability strategy related to water recycling 3 1

3.3 SOURCING
SOURCE with environmentally-
conscious vendors 
REDUCE new sourcing & 
purchasing

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

3.4 SOLID WASTE
REDUCE solid waste production
REUSE materials 
RECYCLE / COMPOST to divert 
from landfill & incineration

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to solid waste management 3 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to reuse of materials 2 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST Sustainability strategy related to solid waste 
recycling/compost

1 0

3.5 EDUCATION
TRAINING & COMMUNICATION

TRAINING Education of staff, couples, and guests 1 1

COMMUNICATION Communication for staff, couples, and guests 1 1

Communication for staff, couples, and guests 5 0

3.6 MONITORING
TRACKING & DEVELOPMENT

TRACKING Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to track 
progress 

1 1

Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

3 1

DEVELOPMENT Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

1 1

WEDDING EVENT SUBTOTAL 13

4. POST-WEDDING

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-CATEGORY TACTIC Weight
1-5 based 
on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No 

= 0

4.1 ENERGY
SOURCE renewable energy
REDUCE energy use & impacts

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to energy sourcing 3 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to energy reducing use and 
overall impacts

5 1

4.2 WATER
REDUCE water use & impacts
REUSE water 
RECYCLE water

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to water reducing 1 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to water reusing 4 1

RECYCLE Sustainability strategy related to water recycling 3 1

4.3 SOURCING
SOURCE with environmentally-
conscious vendors 
REDUCE new sourcing & 
purchasing

SOURCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

2 0

Sustainability strategy related to sourcing and relationships 
with vendors (managed through purchasing policy)

1 1

4.4 SOLID WASTE
REDUCE solid waste production
REUSE materials 
RECYCLE / COMPOST to divert 
from landfill & incineration

REDUCE Sustainability strategy related to solid waste management 3 1

REUSE Sustainability strategy related to reuse of materials 2 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST Sustainability strategy related to solid waste 
recycling/compost

1 0

4.5 EDUCATION
TRAINING & COMMUNICATION

TRAINING Education of staff, couples, and guests 1 1

COMMUNICATION Communication for staff, couples, and guests 1 1

Communication for staff, couples, and guests 5 0

4.6 MONITORING
TRACKING & DEVELOPMENT

TRACKING Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to track 
progress 

1 1

Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

3 1

DEVELOPMENT Montoring of sustainability efforts at the venue to further 
areas for development

1 1

POST-WEDDING SUBTOTAL 13

Higest Possible Points 160

Minimum Points for Two Ring 140

Minimum Points for One Ring 100

Minimum Points for Association Membership 50

VENUE CERTIFICATION TOTAL 112

Fig 28. Certification Checklist Example

EWA MEMERSHIP: SELF-REPORTED TACTICS
Venues interested in joining the EWA need to self-report efforts regarding 
lower-impact operations and management. Joining the association is a simpler 
process without third-party verification requirements, and the process is a 
helpful introduction to sustainability for venues that may be earlier in their 
transformation to becoming more environmentally-conscious. 

ONE & TWO RING CERTIFIED: THIRD-PARTY VERIFIED TACTICS
Other venues may be farther along in their efforts and decide to immediately 
pursue certification, which gives them membership status by default. To 
achieve a One Ring or Two Ring EWA Certification, venues must meet required 
scores in each of the six criteria categories (Energy, Water, Sourcing, Solid 
Waste, Education, Monitoring) for each of the four event phases (Venue 
Operations, Pre-Wedding, Wedding Event, Post-Wedding).

Depending on the effort required and potential environmental impact for the 
sustainability tactic, weights of 1-5 are assigned (e.g. recycling office paper is a 
lower weight [2] than installing solar panels on-site [5]). Each of the event 
phases have point totals that are combined to give a venue their certification 
score and determine their achievement level.

EXAMPLE
Total Available Points: 145

◊ Minimum Points for Two Ring Certification: 125*
◊ Minimum Points for One Ring Certification: 100*
◊ Minimum Points for Association Membership: 50

*Third-Party Verified



Wedding Venue Sustainability Certification

1. VENUE OPERATIONS

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-
CATEGORY

TACTIC Weight
1-5 based on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No = 0

1.1 ENERGY SOURCE [Example 1] Install wind turbines on-site to power venue 5 1

REDUCE [Example 2] Install motion sensor lights in secondary spaces (hallways, 
staircases, storage areas)

3 0

[Example 3] Purchase renewable energy credits (RECs) to offset impact 1 1

1.2 WATER REDUCE [Example 4] Use non-hazardous cleaning supplies to reduce toxins in 
water output

1 1

REUSE [Example 5] Use grey water, or wastewater from bathroom sinks, 
showers, dishwashers, and clothes washers, to flush toilets

4 1

REDUCE [Example 6] Install low-flow appliances and facilities (inc. dishwashers, 
washer machines, toilets, etc.)

4 1

REDUCE [Example 7] Gather rainwater for watering grounds and gardens to 
reduce freshwater use

3 1

1.3 SOURCING SOURCE [Example 8] Require all vendors to sign and adhere to a purchasing policy 
with required sustainability actions and priorities

3 1

REDUCE [Example 9] Partner with a tool & equipment library in order to not 
purchase new

4 0

1.4 SOLID WASTE RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 10] Recycle all office paper materials 2 1

RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 11] Compost all grounds and gardening waste on-site (lawn 
clippings, leaves,etc.)

4 1

1.5 EDUCATION TRAINING [Example 12] Require all new employees complete sustainability 
onboarding

3 1

COMMUNICATION [Example 13] Communicate sustainability metrics to stakeholders each 
quarter

2 1

[Example 14] Publicly post operational sustainability metrics on website 
and marketing materials

3 1

1.6 MONITORING TRACKING [Example 15] Track energy use, water use, and solid waste generation 
using a formal system and/or software

5 1

DEVELOPMENT [Example 16] Set new goals each quarter to push progress 3 1

Available Points 50

VENUE OPERATIONS SUBTOTAL 43
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NOTE – The complete checklist will include more tactics for each category. This example serves 
as a representation of the certification, initial tactic options, and the weighted scoring system.
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2. PRE-WEDDING

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-
CATEGORY

TACTIC Weight
1-5 based on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No = 0

2.1 ENERGY REDUCE [Example 17] Plan meals with fresh food (not processed or frozen) to 
reduce energy needed to store and prepare

2 1

REDUCE [Example 18] Establish an on-site bicycle fleet for pick-ups/deliveries to 
reduce use of fossil fuel-powered vehicles by staff

5 0

2.2 WATER REDUCE [Example 19] Use gathered rainwater for live flower centerpieces to 
reduce freshwater use

1 1

2.3 SOURCING SOURCE [Example 20] Source locally and organically-grown flowers for 
centerpieces, bouquets, and bouttenieres

2 1

SOURCE [Example 21] Ensure all paper materials and products are sourced with a 
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification

3 1

REDUCE [Example 22] Establish a decoration rental through the venue for couples 
to rent photo frames, vases, labels, etc. instead of purchasing new 
individually

5 1

2.4 SOLID WASTE REUSE [Example 23] Save and reuse packaging containers (e.g. boxes, crates, 
etc.) from vendors

1 1

RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 24] Route all food scraps from the kitchen to composting 
(either on-site or off-site collection)

3 0

2.5 EDUCATION TRAINING [Example 25] Provide a sustainability handbook to couples that gives 
recommendations on incorporating sustainability in their tasks (rings & 
jewelry, clothing, invites, etc.)

3 1

TRAINING [Example 26] Provide couples with a wide variety of sustainability 
options with metrics indicating the level of impact reduction with each 
choice they make (e.g. local, organic flowers vs. rented fake flowers)

4 1

COMMUNICATION [Example 27] Provide a complete venue overview to couples that 
explains sustainability efforts on-site, including short and long-term 
impacts

2 0

2.6 MONITORING TRACKING [Example 28] Track transportation miles for all goods not produced on-
site 

1 1

[Example 29] Weigh all packaging materials (recyclable and trash) 3 1

Available Points 35

PRE-WEDDING SUBTOTAL 25

NOTE – The complete checklist will include more tactics for each category. This example serves 
as a representation of the certification, initial tactic options, and the weighted scoring system.
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3. WEDDING EVENT

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-
CATEGORY

TACTIC Weight
1-5 based on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No = 0

3.1 ENERGY REDUCE [Example 30] Promote daytime weddings to reduce energy use needed 
for evening/night activities

3 1

[Example 31] Use live music for ceremony and receptions to reduce 
energy use needed for equipments, speakers, etc.

3 0

3.2 WATER REDUCE [Example 32] Use self-serve water stations instead of service to reduce 
unnecessary filling

2 1

3.4 SOLID WASTE REDUCE [Example 34] Use smaller plates and self-serve food stations instead of 
full service to reduce excess food waste

3 1

RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 35] Set up waste, recycling, and compost stations throughout 
venue with clear signage on what waste should go in each receptacle

4 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 36] Station staff members alongside waste stations to direct on 
what waste should go in each receptacle

5 1

3.5 EDUCATION TRAINING [Example 37] Hang signs throughout venue communicating sustainability 
efforts (operational and specified by each wedding couple) and the 
relevant impact of those efforts

3 1

COMMUNICATION [Example 38] Offer guest educational materials on climate change, 
sustainability, wedding sustainability, and personal opportunities

3 1

3.6 MONITORING TRACKING [Example 39] In addition to displaying couple timelines (e.g. first date, 
engagement, etc.), display wedding sustainability metrics based on 
couple's decisions

4 1

Available Points 30

WEDDING EVENT SUBTOTAL 25

NOTE – The complete checklist will include more tactics for each category. This example serves 
as a representation of the certification, initial tactic options, and the weighted scoring system.
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4. POST-WEDDING

NUMBER CRITERIA CATEGORY CRITERIA SUB-
CATEGORY

TACTIC Weight
1-5 based on impact

REPORTED
Yes = 1 ; No = 

0

4.1 ENERGY REDUCE [Example 40] Use vehicle fleet powered by renewable energy to 
transport donations, recycling, compost, & waste

5 1

4.2 WATER REUSE [Example 41] Gather unconsumed water from guests for watering 
grounds and gardens to reduce freshwater use

2 1

4.3 SOURCING SOURCE [Example 42] Partner with vendors using renewable energy to power 
waste, recycling, and compost processing

3 0

4.4 SOLID WASTE REDUCE [Example 43] Donate uneaten food to homeless shelters in the area 
instead of composting or disposing of leftovers

3 1

REDUCE [Example 44] Donate food scraps to local farms for animal/livestock food 2 1

REUSE [Example 45] Encourage couples that don't rent decorations and 
furniture to donate their purchases to the venue for reuse with future 
couples

1 0

RECYCLE/COMPOST [Example 46] Establish compost sharing with local farms and neighbors 
for gardens

4 1

4.5 EDUCATION COMMUNICATION [Example 47] Send couples and guests final sustainability metrics to show 
the impact of their environmentally-conscious choices and thank them 
for their efforts

3 1

[Example 48] Publicly post each wedding sustainability metrics on 
website and social media outlets to raise awareness

2 1

4.6 MONITORING TRACKING [Example 49] Weigh all solid waste prior to final disposal 3 1

DEVELOPMENT [Example 50] Review sustainability outcomes for each wedding, noting 
lessons learned, and future opportunities with staff at regular venue 
meetings

2 1

Available Points 30

POST-WEDDING SUBTOTAL 26

Total Available Points 145

Minimum Points for Two Ring (third-party verified) 125

Minimum Points for One Ring (third-party verified) 100

Minimum Points for Membership (self-reported) 50

VENUE CERTIFICATION TOTAL 119

NOTE – The complete checklist will include more tactics for each category. This example serves 
as a representation of the certification, initial tactic options, and the weighted scoring system.
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INTEGRATING ENVIRONMENTALLY-CONSCIOUS APPROACHES & 
TECHNIQUES
The following venue examples showcase tactics that wedding venues 
can use to achieve sustainability and meet the required categories of 
the EWA Wedding Venue Sustainability Certification. This is a 
compilation of many venues across the United States; however, if a 
single venue adopted all of these tactics, it would achieve the highest 
level of certification as a Two Ring EWA Certified Venue.
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ENERGY SOURCE
Onsite Solar Panels

ENERGY REDUCE
Maximize Windows 
(Natural Light & Air 

Flow)

SOURCING
Rapidly Renewable 
Building Materials

WATER REDUCE
Native Species 

Landscaping without 
Fertilizer & Pesticides

WATER REDUCE
Lower Run-off with 

Permeable 
Grasscrete

WATER REUSE
Rain Barrels for 

Grounds Watering

HOW DOES THIS REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS?
◊ Sourcing renewable energy and reducing energy use helps to 
reduce the depletion of fossil fuels, reduce creation of air pollutants 
and subsequent acid rain, reduce ozone depletion, and slow the 
current progression of climate change.
◊ Building with rapidly renewable materials lowers the risk of habitat 
alteration by harvesting resources faster than they can 
regrow/regenerate.
◊ Gathering water, designing to reduce water use, and reducing 
water run-off helps to decrease water eutrophication and protect 
against fresh water depletion.

Fig 29 - 32. Venue Operations Tactics23,24,25,26
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SOURCING & WATER 
REDUCE

Organic, Water-Conscious 
Food Grown Onsite and Locally

ENERGY REDUCE
Fresh Food Instead 

of Processed or 
Frozen

SOURCING
Durable, Reusable 
Furniture & Table 

Settings for Couples 
to Rent

SOURCING
Eliminate Single-

Use Printed/Paper 
Materials

Fig 33 - 36. Pre-Wedding Tactics27,28,29,30

SOURCING & SOLID 
WASTE REDUCE

Sustainably-Produced, Local 
Gifts for Guests with 

Limited/No Packaging
HOW DOES THIS REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS?
◊ Sourcing organic, water-conscious food and flowers reduces harmful pesticide 
and fertilizer use that is damaging to human health, and nutrient run-off that 
contributes to water eutrophication. It also reduces depletion of fresh water.
◊ Sourcing locally reduces transportation miles that deplete fossil fuels, contribute 
to air pollution and subsequent acid raid, contribute to ozone depletion, and 
advance climate change. Limited or no packaging also reduces the amount of waste 
generated as a lot of gift wrapping, like plastic wraps, aren’t recyclable or 
compostable.
◊ Fresh foods require less energy to preserve and prepare, which helps to reduce 
the depletion of fossil fuels, reduce creation of air pollutants and subsequent acid 
rain, reduce ozone depletion, and slow the current progression of climate change.
◊ Sourcing durable, reusable furniture and decorations eliminates the need for new 
items at each wedding. It lowers the risk of habitat alteration by harvesting 
resources faster than they can regrow/regenerate. It also reduces the production of  
health-damaging substances (inc. carcinogens) with the manufacturing of new 
materials and products.
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HOW DOES THIS REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS?
◊ Reducing energy use through live music and outdoor activities 
helps to decrease the depletion of fossil fuels, decrease the creation 
of air pollutants and subsequent acid rain, decrease ozone 
depletion, and slow the current progression of climate change.
◊ Separated waste, recycling, and compost bins can be attractive, 
useful, and informative for guests. It also effectively diverts waste 
from landfills and incinerators that contribute to ecotoxicity, air 
pollution and acid rain, and health-damaging substances (inc.
carcinogens).
◊ Smaller, self-serve portions for food discourage guests from 
getting more food than they want with full-service, reducing food 
waste that can otherwise be donated. It diverts waste from landfills 
and incinerators that contribute to ecotoxicity, air pollution and 
acid rain, and health-damaging substances (inc. carcinogens).

ENERGY REDUCE & 
EDUCATION

Outdoor Games & Nature 
Activities to Engage Guests

SOLID WASTE REDUCE
Smaller Portions & Self-

Serve Food Set-up

SOLID WASTE RECYCLE/ 
COMPOST & EDUCATION

Attractive Waste, Recycling, & 
Compost Bins & Directive Signs

ENERGY REDUCE
Live Music During the 

Ceremony & Event

Fig 37 - 40. Wedding Event Tactics31,32,33,34
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EDUCATION
Publicly & Actively 

Promote 
Sustainability Efforts

SOURCING & 
EDUCATION

Establish Compost Sharing 
with the Community

SOLID WASTE COMPOST
Compost Waste Onsite for 

Grounds & Gardens

EDUCATION & 
MONITORING

Review Sustainability Efforts & 
Metrics at Every Staff Meeting

HOW DOES THIS REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS?
◊ Internal and public communication around sustainability and 
highlighting examples of successful transformations reduces all 
environmental impacts by bringing necessary attention to the 
risks and needs.
◊ Onsite composting and compost sharing divert waste from 
landfills and incinerators that contribute to ecotoxicity, air 
pollution and acid rain, and health-damaging substances (inc.
carcinogens).

Fig 41 - 44. Post-Wedding Tactics35,36,37,38
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169 Million tons 
of CO2 annually for 

US weddings

1.52 Billion lbs
of garbage annually for 

US weddings

WEDDING INDUSTRY TRANSFORMATION
The goal of this project was to create an association and 
certification that addresses the gaps in current event 
standards and catalyzes a change across the wedding 
industry. The next steps for the Eco-Wedding Association 
and Venue Sustainability Certification will be securing 
the venue network needed to drive this scale of 
transformation. Adoption of the new Certification is 
essential for it to become a valuable resource for 
couples searching for wedding venues, and for it to build 
a strong support system and network of 
environmentally-conscious venues. The recognition of 
green certifications in other industries combined with 
the willingness of over 50% of consumers to purchase 
sustainably shows promise for the wedding industry and 
the movement towards a paradigm shift.

Revisiting the original US wedding garbage output and 
CO2 emissions statistics, the improvements of the Eco-
Wedding Association and Venue Sustainability 
Certification can be put to theoretical numbers to show 
the potential for improvements. If one quarter of the 
US weddings celebrated were hosted at sustainably-
certified venues redirecting 90% of their garbage and 
cutting CO2 emissions in half, annual wedding garbage 
would decrease by 28% and annual wedding CO2 

emissions would decrease by 15%.

147 Million tons 
of CO2 annually for 

US weddings

1.18 Billion lbs
of garbage annually for 

US weddings

A YEAR OF WEDDINGS IN THE US PRODUCES:

US Wedding Garbage Output & CO2 Emissions 
with Wedding Venue Sustainability Certifications

See Appendix B for waste and CO2 estimate calculations

28% Reduction of 
Garbage

15% Reduction of 
CO2

A YEAR OF WEDDINGS IN THE US WITH 1/4 
HOSTED AT SUSTAINABLY-CERTIFIED VENUES 
PRODUCES:
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INSIGHTS & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
◊ Sustainability themes are similar across industries, but an important 
and challenging hurdle is defining categories and tactics to evaluate 
and drive progress in the wedding industry.
◊ Analysis has to extend through each phase of a system to 
adequately account for and lower environmental impacts holistically.
◊ Programs and certification can be well-executed, but will lose 
traction if there isn’t strong monitoring and promotion of the efforts.
◊ When integrating environmentally-conscious practices into a 
system, the role of the sustainability professional is to understand 
the traditions and emotional ties aligned to current approaches in 
order to work within some of those frameworks that are special to 
individuals. Incremental changes can still have notable impacts when 
scaled across an industry.

IMPROVED VIABILITY THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
Existing frameworks like ISO 20121 and the APEX/ASTM 
Standards can be used with wedding venues, but haven’t been 
successful in gaining widespread adoption in the wedding 
industry. However, an opportunity for the EWA and Venue 
Sustainability Certification could be to partner with an existing 
framework, leveraging their resources and name recognition 
while offering the necessary wedding-focused option. 
Alternatively, this project could gain traction by partnering with 
a smaller association, like Chicago’s Green Wedding Alliance, 
piloting the certification with vendors already in the network 
before expanding nationally.

OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPAND
Beyond the environmental impacts 
of wedding venue operations and 
management, a venue isn’t truly 
sustainable without also addressing 
issues of fair trade and social justice. 
As part of the ongoing research and 
development of this Association and 
Certification, these topic areas need 
to be incorporated into the 
evaluations of wedding venues and 
their associated vendors.

IMMEDIATE NEXT STEPS
The focus of this project was 
directed towards defining the 
structure of the Eco-Wedding 
Association and Venue 
Sustainability Certification, and 
defining the main categories of 
evaluation for certification. 
Using this groundwork, the 
main next step is to assemble a 
team of experts to evaluate and 
define the more granular 
details, measures, and goals for 
each tactic, further developing 
and formalizing the system. 

https://www.greenweddingalliance.com/
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Travel significant 
distances for a 

destination wedding 

20%

While the actual marriage remains top priority, according to The Knot, a unique guest experience is an essential focus for most couples21 –
from themed invites and guest gifts, to multiple venues and entertainment options, weddings continue to become more and more
elaborate.

Fig 45 - 49. Top US Wedding Costs40
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Trends22



Assumptions:
• A wedding of 100-120 guests produces 400-600 lbs of garbage and 66 tons of CO2

23

• There were an estimated 2,162,416 weddings in the US / year24

• The average US wedding is 141 guests25

600 lbs =        X
120 guests      141 guests

66 tons       =        X
120 guests      141 guests

705 lbs * 2,162,416 weddings

78 tons * 2,162,416 weddings

705 lbs

78 tons

1.52 billion lbs

169 million tons



Assumptions including a sustainably-certified venue:
• A wedding of 100-120 guests produces 400-600 lbs of garbage and 66 tons of CO2

• A wedding of the same size at a sustainably-certified venue disposes of only 60 lbs of garbage and produces 33 tons 
of  CO2 (sustainably-certified venue that redirects 90% of its garbage and cuts CO2 emissions in half)

• There were an estimated 2,162,416 weddings in the US / year
• 25% were hosted at a sustainably-certified venue, or 540,604 weddings

• The average US wedding is 141 guests

60 lbs =        X

120 guests      141 guests

33 tons       =        X
120 guests      141 guests

70.5 lbs * 540,604 weddings

38.78 tons * 540,604 weddings

600 lbs =        X

120 guests      141 guests

66 tons       =        X
120 guests      141 guests

705 lbs * 1,621,812 weddings

78 tons * 1,621,812 weddings

70.5 lbs

38.78 tons

38.11 million lbs

20.96 million tons

705 lbs

77.55 tons

1.14 billion lbs

126.5 million tons

1.18 billion lbs

146.73 million tons



OKALA ECO-DESIGN STRATEGY WHEEL26

1. Innovation
• Rethink how to provide the benefit
• Design flexibility for technological change
• Provide product as service
• Serve needs provided by associated products
• Share among multiple users
• Design to mimic biological systems
• Use living organisms in product system
• Create opportunity for local supply chain

2. Reduced Materials Impacts
• Avoid materials that damage 

human or ecological health
• Avoid materials that deplete 

natural resources
• Minimize quantity of materials
• Use recycled or reclaimed 

materials
• Use renewable resources
• Use materials from reliable 

certifiers
• Use waste byproducts

3. Manufacturing Innovation
• Minimize manufacturing waste
• Design for production quality 

control
• Minimize energy use in 

production
• Use carbon-neutral or renewable 

energy sources
• Minimize number of production 

steps
• Minimize number of 

components/materials
• Seek to eliminate toxic emissions

4. Reduced Distribution Impacts
• Reduce product and packaging weight
• Reduce product and packaging volume
• Develop reusable packaging systems
• Use lowest-impact transport system
• Source or use local materials and production

8. Optimized End-of-Life
• Design for fast manual or automated 

disassembly
• Design recycling business model
• Use recyclable non-toxic materials
• Provide ability to biodegrade
• Integrate methods for used product 

collection
• Design for safe disposal

7. Transitional Systems
• Design upgradable products
• Design for second life with 

different function
• Design for reuse of components

6. System Longevity
• Design for durability
• Foster emotional connection to 

product
• Design for maintenance and easy 

repair
• Design for reuse and exchange of 

products
• Create timeless aesthetic appeal

5. Reduced Behavior and Use Impacts
• Design to encourage low-consumption 

behavior
• Reduce energy during use
• Reduce material consumption during use
• Reduce water consumption during use
• Seek to eliminate toxic emissions during use
• Design for carbon-neutral or renewable 

energy



ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE HUMAN HEALTH DAMAGE RESOURCE DEPLETION

Climate Change
Climate change results from the addition of 
greenhouse gases to the atmosphere through burning 
fossil fuels, agricultural practices, and industrial 
practices, which raise the average global temperature 
of the Earth’s atmosphere. Rising temperatures 
accelerate the intensity and irregularity of storms, 
desertification, the range of tropical diseases, melting 
glaciers and polar ice, rising sea levels, acidification of 
marine ecologies and possible changes to ocean 
currents.

Photochemical Smog & Air Pollutants
Photochemical smog is caused by the emissions of 
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) that generate ground level ozone in the 
presence of sunlight. Smog and air pollutants increase 
the incidence of asthma in humans and reduce the 
ability of plants to perform photosynthesis.

Fossil Fuel Depletion
Humans currently consume fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, 
various types of coal) at a rate millions times faster 
than geological processes can replenish the reserves. 
As dense deposits such a petroleum become rare, 
lower grade deposits requiring more extraction energy 
are used with techniques like hydraulic fracturing. 
Hydraulic fracturing, or pumping water, sand and 
reactive chemicals underground at high pressure to 
rupture rock formations that contain oil and nature 
gas, poses elevated risks of polluting ground water 
and disturbing geological formations.

Ozone Depletion
Stratospheric ozone layer depletion is caused by 
emissions of aggressive gaseous compounds, leading 
to regions with little to no protective ozone layer, 
primarily above the North and South poles. Ozone loss 
increases the amount of solar ultra-violet light falling 
to Earth’s surface, increasing the incidence of cancers 
and cataracts in animals and humans, and reduces the 
productivity of plants and marine algae. 

Health Damaging Substances
Non-cancer causing substances can include skin 
irritants, allergens, growth inhibitors, toxic substances 
and hormone disrupting chemicals. Potential toxic 
effects include transient irritation, physical or mental 
disability, inhibition of physical or mental 
development, temporary or permanent disability or 
death. Human toxicity is one of the most intensively 
researched topics in the world; however, the vast 
majority of chemical substances have not been 
extensively studied for their potential toxic effects on 
humans.

Fresh Water Depletion
Water is the most abundant substance on the surface 
of the planet, covering 71% of its surface in the form of 
unusable ocean saltwater. Fresh water is only 2.5% 
and is essential for terrestrial organisms and human 
activities such as agricultural irrigation. Fresh surface 
water or fresh groundwater is often consumed at a 
rate that cannot be replenished by rain and mountain 
snow cover. The depletion of rivers, streams, and 
aquifers (naturally occurring subterranean water 
reservoirs) seriously harms habitats and makes safe 
drinkable water access scarce.

Acid Rain
Caused by the release of acidic gases such as sulfur 
dioxide and nitrous oxide, primarily created by burning 
fossil fuels. The acids dissolve metals from soils to the 
level at which they can become toxic to plants and 
aquatic organisms. It dissolves cement and minerals in 
the built environment as well.

Carcinogens, Mutagens, & Teratogens
Carcinogens are cancer-causing substances – both the 
creation of cancer cells and the ability of the body to 
manage the cancer cells can be reduced by exposure to 
carcinogenic substances. Mutagens are substances 
that can mutate organism genes. Teratogens are 
substances that can cause defects in developing 
fetuses and growing organisms, retard growth or kill 
the organism. 

Mineral Depletion
Extracted mineral ores are converted into materials 
that are eventually oxidized or dispersed as waste that 
is often not recycled. Availability is not the primary 
indicator for measuring mineral depletion. It can be 
measured by the amount of surplus energy required to 
extract the ore from the earth and refine the mineral 
from the ore. As high grade ores become rare, lower 
grade ores requiring more energy are used.

OKALA ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS27



ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE HUMAN HEALTH DAMAGE RESOURCE DEPLETION

Water Eutrophication
Caused by the addition of excess nutrients to fresh and 
sea water leading to reduction of available oxygen. 
Nitrogen and phosphorous compounds from municipal 
wastewater and agriculture pollute surface waters, 
which results in algal blooms that lower the quality of 
dissolved oxygen, killing fish and other aquatic 
organisms (“dead zones”).

Topsoil Depletion
Topsoil is directly linked to habitat alteration. 
Agricultural, ranching and forestry practices can erode
topsoil at a rate faster than biotic processes replenish 
it. Each year, 75 billion tons of soil erode globally, a 
rate that is approximately twenty-two times as fast as 
the natural rate of erosion. Thoughtful agricultural and 
forestry practices maintain topsoil and build humus 
(carbon) content in the soil, which increases water 
retention, sequesters carbon and supports soil fungi 
and diverse microbiota that maintain healthy plant 
development.

Habitat Alteration
Also referred to as land use or land occupation is the 
physical modification or destruction of natural habitats 
to provide for agriculture, roads, and urban growth. 
Habitat alteration is the primary cause of the loss of 
biological diversity on the planet. It is easier to 
measure habitat damage than loss of biodiversity, so 
habitat alteration is the closest method for estimating 
species extinction.

Ecotoxicity
Ecotoxicity is the effect of toxic substances on plants, 
animals, and other biota in the biosphere. The range of 
potential substances, toxic exposure pathways, 
affected tissues, and possible effects are manifold. 
Methods of assessing ecotoxocity impacts are still 
developing and will continue to improve for several 
decades.


